**BEST** UK WEB MEDIA/DESIGN OPPORTUNITY, BASED IN GATESHEAD.
I need a new Web Media and Front-End magician for award-winning UK website.
My web visitors have FUN. Can you read??? Amazing! Then, read this:
I’ve had great success recruiting undergraduates from Universities before, so will try it
here, again. Pay attention. My current specialist Daniel joined from uni in Barcelona 3years ago (que?) and has been a superstar. Now he has a Spanish opportunity with
donkeys, and as he is sick of EasyJet commuting every week, I need a bionic replacement.

You have £££ student debts… instead of moaning about it like most students,
why not get off your ass, earn some money and PAY THE DEBTS OFF.
This is the role my Catalan, Daniel, has been doing: Along with my website
videos (like 64 FAQ vids and my current website “Leader of the Pack” video),
including designing, filming, directing producing, AND editing, he has been
responsible for the front-end of LINGsCARS, as well as producing my event
appearances (he got a free trip to Oslo).
He works with me (Ling) and Jon and Jamie to plan crazy ideas and design the
look and feel of the website itself, then creates layouts using SASS with visual
elements to match them, and puts in altogether in a modern HTML layout with
some Javascript on top for added functionality.
He’s reactive to events, and is capable of knocking up some graphics from
scratch to get a promo together in half a day at the most. It’s fun and exciting.
If you want to talk tech, from this role’s point of view we’re using:






git with automated deployment processes
reactive/agile workflows (means doing it when someone wants it!)
SASS with grunt/gulp to compile
HTML obviously (duhhh)
JS with frameworks such as Backbone

PLUS: Managing a dozen live webcams, a live chat system, doing some plugging and
unplugging of hardware and eating free chocolate and drinking Coke.

I buy the stuff you need to do the job. I’ve got a dedicated office 100/100 leased
line, so can do what I want, bandwidth-wise. Fuck BT.

My office is in Gateshead. Team Valley-ish. I don’t care if you are white, brown,
yellow or Spanish. Male, female or in-between. You’ll do.
My coder Jamie, who joined as a graduate from Sunderland Uni and now runs
his own successful business, will provide guidance and help with the workflow and coding requirements (so, you are not on your own). You have help.
This will be a permanent job, may be full or part-time, but is an excellent
stepping-stone to whatever 100% shit job you will eventually do as your fulltime career. It will give you something to look back on as you grow old and say
“that was the BEST job I ever had”, “I did that!”, “that was ME!” …etc.
Points to note;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

If you take drugs, forget it.
If you are lazy, forget it.
If you can’t cope with a bit of pressure, forget it.
If you are religious fanatic, forget it.
If you get offended easily, forget it.

I need someone with a brain, energy and balls (male or female type). Not a clown… but you
need more about you than the usual amoeba-minded weak and woolly students do.

Equivalent full-time annual salary over £20k. I know
you can use the money. Jamie bought a house with
his money. Anyone who says there are “no jobs” in
the North East, can fuck off. This is not a zero-hours
rubbish job, it’s a proper thing where you can
learn/develop/show your skills/cry/laugh/get
experience all at the same time.
First contact will be an email to: bestfuckingwebjob@LINGsCARS.com with a
*BRIEF* CV and photo. No need to be stupid on the email, but a flavour of
your character will be ideal.
- Ling

nd

(2 June 2017)

Message from Daniel Fernandez, the current job-holder who is leaving:
Damn him, heh.
“Hola, new victim!
Do you enjoy being lashed by a small Chinese person?
Do you like being alienated from your human rights?
Have you ever wondered how it like is to work in a living hell?
Are you an EU national who wants to be made to feel purely responsible for
the Brexit… BY A MAD FUCKING CHINESE? Do you like to be threatened
over the future of Gibraltar? Or be blamed for donkey abuse in Spain?
Then come and join the position I am leaving!
If you have video and photo skills, and you know how to code on the frontend
side of things, this is the right spot for you. You’ll put up to test your
knowledge on content that you capture, you edit, and you, yourself, code!
Animations, promo vids, sprites... making the impossible things work… you
name it, Ling will make you do it!

The good part is I was given a Mercedes car to drive while in the UK, and had
free chocolate, free UK accommodation, and a free trip to Oslo with fjord trips
and mountain cycle rides. Ling splashed money on and hardware I needed. I
got job offers from around the World due to Ling’s website fame.
The boring bit:
Basic skills required: CSS+HTML+JS, familiar with php and web structure,
experience with Ubuntu terminal/commands, photo/video capture and editing,
animations, thick skin.

Other stuff: Full Adobe Suite knowledge welcome.”
Daniel Llanos-Fernandez, from Reus, Catalonia.

